Results for #7ecf

European CME Forum @eCMEF · Nov 15
#7ecf is over and we're already planning #8ECF. Keep an eye on europeanCMEForum.eu for slides from this year and updates #meded #CMEchat

European CME Forum @eCMEF · Nov 15
All over now. Many thanks to #7ECF sponsors for their support EXCEMED, IMP, pcm scientific and prIME Oncology

Dr. Gia Sison @giasison · Nov 15
Enjoyed the learnings at #7ECF

La Mano De Dios @x_RPDavid · Nov 15
Demain tous derrière les verts , rien que le verts. On y croit c'est la #coupedefrance donc tous est réalisable. #7ECF #FCS

peter llewellyn @networkpharma · Nov 14
#7ECF the biggest thanks to all speakers and all delegates for participating so enthusiastically. Thanks everyone. See you next year!

peter llewellyn @networkpharma · Nov 14
#7ECF Big thanks to sponsors for their support >> Excemed, IMP, pcm scientific and prIME Oncology

peter llewellyn @networkpharma · Nov 14
#7ECF Big thanks to @mfconferences for logistics support and @lumiinsight for the technology that helped maximise audience participation

peter llewellyn @networkpharma · Nov 14
#7ECF is over and we're already planning #8ECF. Keep an eye on europeanCMEForum.eu for slides from this year and updates #medcomms

Alex Djuricich MD @MedPedsDoctor · Nov 14
#7ECF For example, @meducate has a COI/bias about NY sports teams. Goal isn’t to eliminate bias (impossible) but to appropriately manage

Alex Djuricich MD @MedPedsDoctor · Nov 14
#7ECF Article by AMA yrs ago on doc ownership of facilities & conflict of interest: ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15647799 #meded

Alex Djuricich MD @MedPedsDoctor · Nov 14
“@giasison: @eCMEF My take is all. Disclosures needed to eliminate bias #7ECF” lots of literature to suggest we can’t eliminate but “manage”

Dr. Gia Sison @giasison · Nov 14
@eCMEF My take is all. Disclosures needed to eliminate bias #7ECF

European CME Forum @eCMEF · Nov 14
#7ECF discussion moves on to whether disclosures should be only financial? What about affiliations, relationships etc.? #meded

https://twitter.com/hashtag/7ecf?f=realtime&src=hash
European CME Forum @eCMEf · Nov 14

#7ECF audience making some interesting points on faculty disclosures during the Unseshion with @meducate

Dr. Gia Sison @giasison · Nov 14

@ARJalali I think so Ali. Mentioned something about virtual. Let's tune in :) 
@meducate #7ECF

View conversation

Dr. Gia Sison @giasison · Nov 14

@MedPedsDoctor @meducate Agreed. We relearn, relearn and learn together. #7ECF

View conversation

Ali R. Jalali @ARJalali · Nov 14

@giasison Hi Gia, is @meducate doing a live session? #7ECF

View conversation

Alex Djuricich MD @MedPedsDoctor · Nov 14

#7ECF @meducate the "educators" learn as much from the students as the other way around. #meded is a #twowaystreet

View conversation

Dr. Gia Sison @giasison · Nov 14

@ARJalali @meducate Waving hi from the Philippines! #7ECF

View conversation

Ali R. Jalali @ARJalali · Nov 14

@giasison @meducate Hello #7ECF!

View conversation

Adelphi Comms @AdelphiComms · Nov 14

Fascinating insights on e-learning from target audience panel and how to improve response @eCMEF #7ECF #BringBackFun

View conversation

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 14

#7ECF Learners mentioning that they know more about education than many realize

View conversation

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 14

#7ECF learners providing insights into what works and doesn't work in medical education

View conversation

European CME Forum @eCMEf · Nov 14

#7ECF first learners introducing themselves

View conversation

Dr. Gia Sison @giasison · Nov 14

@meducate Let's go Lawrence! #7ECF

View conversation

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 14

#7ECF panel getting set...one will be virtual!

View conversation

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 14

#7ECF ready for lunch with the learners

View conversation

European CME Forum @eCMEf · Nov 14

#7ECF about to start lunch with the learners

View conversation

Dr. Gia Sison @giasison · Nov 14

"@meducate: #7ECF Don Moore reinforces that starting with the end in mind is key to CME planning to lead to better outcomes!" ->Agree
Dr. Gia Sison @giasison · Nov 14
@meducate @ARJalali @BrianSMcGowan @mdoylescharff @theCMEguy @MedPedsDoctor @Doctor_V See you Lawrence! #7ECF

Ron Murray EdD CCMEP @ronmurrayuk · Nov 14
#7ECF Interesting comparison of Performance in Practice and Performance in Educational Setting as part of Planning process.

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 14
@ARJalali @BrianSMcGowan @mdoylescharff @theCMEguy @MedPedsDoctor @Doctor_V @giasison pls join my unsession via Twitter at 10AM EST #7ECF

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 14
#7ECF Don Moore reinforces that starting with the end in mind is key to CME planning to lead to better outcomes!

Kiki Lombarts @KikiLombarts · Nov 14
#7ECF E. Borman. Good providers in the eyes of EACCME? They re all different. Common thread is their commitment to great quality.

Kiki Lombarts @KikiLombarts · Nov 14
#7ECF Edwin Borman (UEMS). Basel declaration in 2001. Hours based accreditation is outdated. We want CME that changes practice.

MedSense @MedSenseLtd · Nov 14
There is a necessary black hole following submission for CME. Oh dear. #7ECF

Kiki Lombarts @KikiLombarts · Nov 14
#7ECF Eva Thalmann. Self-regulation depends on all players in the field!

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 14
#7ECF ok...I'm ready...

MedSense @MedSenseLtd · Nov 14
Only one drug to treat an orphan disease? -would CME be considered promotional? #7ECF

Kiki Lombarts @KikiLombarts · Nov 14
#7ECF Thalmann. Privacy or transparency? Move toward syst where docs can declare attendance. Maybe we lose some CME events: not a bad thing?

Kiki Lombarts @KikiLombarts · Nov 14
#7ECF Edwin Borman. Ethical responsibility of doctors to be working with companies who sign up to high standards?

European CME Forum @eCMEF · Nov 14
#7ECF Edwin Borman asking Eva Thalmann: What is more important, the privacy of an individual or the transparency of funding from industry?

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 14
#7ECF Apparently with wine, the size of the glass matters...

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 14
#7ECF - next up will be In Conversation With...Edwin Borman and Eva Thalmann...
peter llewellyn @networkpharma · Nov 14
#7ECF talking about CME/CPD definitions, Don emphasises in the US there is a strong move towards "Continuing Inter-professional Education"

European CME Forum @eCMEF · Nov 14
#7ECF Robin Stevenson chatting to Don Moore about trends in medical education

Ron Murray EdD CCMEP @ronmurrayuk · Nov 14
#7ECF Conversation between Robin Stevenson and Don Moore on differences in CME provision between North America and Europe.

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 14
#7ECF There's still time to give me suggestions for my upcoming convo with Edwin Borman. Only @mdoylescharff has sent me a suggestion

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 14
#7ECF In conversation with...Ronin Stevenson and Don Moore

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 14
#7ECF @EuropeanCME trying hard to sell the room on why #Manchester is a great city for #8ECF

peter llewellyn @networkpharma · Nov 14
Eugene opening day 2 of #7ecf
Esther de Groot @EsdeGroot · Nov 13
@KikiLombarts Regulation of EU accreditation of CME: eaccme.eu but not well known & does not accredit e-learning (yet?) #7ECF

peter llewellyn @networkpharma · Nov 13
#7ECF a long tiring day but lots of good stuff to now chat about with everyone at informal drinks reception. More tomorrow...

M Doyle-Scharff @mdoylesharff · Nov 13
@mdoylesharff BTW, as a commercial supporter, I think it is a great idea! #7ECF

M Doyle-Scharff @mdoylesharff · Nov 13
Has there been any discussion about ACCME accreditation in Europe? #7ECF

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13
What was the answer? I couldn’t tell! RT @Andrea_Cole: #7ECF is european cme in crisis? Asking the big questions!

Andrea Cole @Andrea_Cole · Nov 13
#7ECF is european cme in crisis? Asking the big questions!

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13
#7ECF which of these points should I bring up in my interview of Edwin Borman tomorrow?

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13
#7ECF It feels like we have entered into an accreditation discussion vortex in the room...

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13
@jacquithornton asks: which country has the best CME system? #7ECF

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13
#7ECF MT @networkpharma: Jnl of Eur CME (JECME) would love to see more submissions!! (DOI - JECME is an initiative of European CME Forum)

peter llewellyn @networkpharma · Nov 13
Journal of European CME (JECME) would love to see more submissions!! (DOI - JECME is an initiative of European CME Forum) #7ECF
@networkpharma · Nov 13
#7ECF Suzanne Murray says initiatives ongoing but not getting published - calls for more publications, Need to get results in public arena.

@networkpharma · Nov 13
#7ECF Caroline Hager saying there seems to be no published European studies of links between CME and fitness to practice...

@megalampa · Nov 13
#7ECF There are standards for accredited providers in the US

@megalampa · Nov 13
#7ECF But "quality" must be defined. As no standard SOP set for CME providers is established

@INTUITEL · Nov 13
INTUITEL  Adaptive Learning mentioned at the #7ECF

@meducate · Nov 13
#7ECF Provider type preference as conducted by #jecme

@meducate · Nov 13
#7ECF Healthy debate of provider vs activity accreditation. Which is better?

@networkpharma · Nov 13
#7ECF Robin Stevenson pointing out 1 big difference between North America vs Europe, namely provider accreditation vs activity accreditation

@meducate · Nov 13
#7ECF Robin Stevenson pointing out from the audience that there is a great disparity in accreditation in Europe and North America

@KikiLombarts · Nov 13
#7ecf. 19 countries have made cme mandatory for doctors. However mandatory cme is not same as enforced cme.

@KikiLombarts · Nov 13
#7ECF There is no regulation of EU accreditation of CME. Regulation is a national responsibility. Punishment is not the way to go.

@EuropeanCME · Nov 13
Hager: 19 of the 28 EU States have mandatory CME systems. #7ECF
peter llewellyn @networkpharma · Nov 13

#7ECF ... but mandatory means different things and in reality may or may not be enforced

peter llewellyn @networkpharma · Nov 13

#7ECF Caroline Hager from The European Commission says CME mandatory in 19 countries in EU….

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13

#7ECF Accreditation isn’t about content or specific outcomes, but about process and standards.

Ron Murray EdD CMEP @ronmurrayuk · Nov 13

#7ECF So here’s a good question by Jaqui Thornton - who regulates the accreditation bodies?

Kiki Lombarts @KikiLombarts · Nov 13

#7ECF accreditation of cme does not guarantee practice improvement. But, accreditation sets the bar for high quality educational event.

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13

#7ECF Gordon - accreditation guarantees the quality of the education. She declared that she is passionate about this topic. It shows!

European CME Forum @eCMEf · Nov 13

...Andre Tichelli (European Haematology Association) and Jennifer Gordon (RCPSC) #7ECF #CMEchat

European CME Forum @eCMEf · Nov 13

The last session of #7ECF puts CME on trial. Joining @Jacquithornton are Mark Westwood (NHS Barts), Caroline Hager (DG Sanco)...

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13

#7ECF Jacqui Thornton moderating, Caroline Hager (EC), Jennifer Gordon (RCPSC), André Tichelli (EHA) and Mark Westwood (cardiologist)- panel

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13

#7ECF Panel sharing definitions of Accreditors and Providers.

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13

#7ECF Last session of the day - CME on Trial. Or, as I call it, Law and Order:CME youtu.be/xzl-aEGvQIM

ecancer @ecancer · Nov 13

Elearning success factors for CME. ecancer will publish a video interview on this topic soon...#7ECF
Tweets about #7ecf hashtag on Twitter

Kiki Lombarts @KikiLombarts · Nov 13
#7ECF @pahenning E-learning: digital = relevant

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13
#7ECF @pahenning a very good chairman and effectively uses the ~30 seconds rule regarding time left

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13
#7ECF Kleinoeder using example in diabetes with multiple professions MD, RN, CDE, Pharmacist etc

European CME Forum @eCMEf · Nov 13
#7ECF is multiaccreditation via e-learning the future? Thomas Kleinoeder talks about interdisciplinary e-courses for diabetes specialists

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13
#7ECF Thomas Kleinoeder talking interdisciplinary education and multiaccreditation. I call it interprofessional. All about viewing the team

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13
#7ECF Haag also talking about customizing patients for specific interprofessional team member needs. Using pediatric emerg med example

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13
#7ECF Haag talking about the eViP program - a repository of existing virtual patients. Re-use instead of reinventing the wheel!

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13
#7ECF Martin Haag showing use of secondlife and also virtual patients for CME but stating that it is costly and not widely used

European CME Forum @eCMEf · Nov 13
More on e-learning innovations at #7ECF Martin Haag (Heilbronn University of Applied Sciences) presents the CAMPUS Virtual Patient System
**European CME Forum @eCMEF · Nov 13**

#7ECF Carsten Germer (CompuGroup Medical) giving a demonstration of their virtual clinic #meded

---

**Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13**

#7ECF Attention Twitterverse, we are seeing a live demonstration of a virtual neurology clinic

---

**Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13**

#7ECF Interesting examples of virtual training use in Tajikistan and Serbia

---

**Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13**

#7ECF #WeCanLandOnACometButWeCant agree on the definition of corruption

---

**Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13**

Is on right now! RT @pahenning: This afternoon session on eLearning at #7ecf

---

**Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13**

#7ECF E-learning session starting with a talk about virtual clinics and patients

---

**European CME Forum @eCMEF · Nov 13**

We are back with Prof. Peter Henning Chairing session 3 on the current role and the future potential of e-learning in CME #7ECF #meded

---

**Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13**

The “bad” table in the back of #7ECF

---

**Caroline Perriam @CarolinePerriam · Nov 13**

Having great chats at #7ECF about integrating engaging technology into CME @lumiinsight

---

**Mathena Pavan @mathena123 · Nov 13**

@networkpharma will be there in the virtual space! Hope all is going well. #7ECF
Tweets about #7ecf hashtag on Twitter

Peter Henning @pahenning · Nov 13
This afternoon session on eLearning at #7ecf

Peter Llewellyn @networkpharma · Nov 13
Reminder that details of today's 7th Annual Meeting of the European CME Forum are at europeanCMEforum.eu - follow #7ECF

Peter Llewellyn @networkpharma · Nov 13
#7ECF the morning has gone well, lunch now. Big thanks to sponsors for their support >> Excemed, IMP, pcm scientific and prfME Oncology

Dr. Gia Sison @giasison · Nov 13
"@meducate: #7ECF seems like the definition of corruption also varies geographically..." -Agree

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13
#7ECF Thalmann-European Sunshine will be set up differently than the current system in the US

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13
#7ECF In the US, the burden of reporting is on the supporter organization

Ron Murray EdD CCMEP @rmommurray · Nov 13
#7ECF Kate Regnier clarifies that commercial supporters need to report NOT accredited providers for compliance with Sunshine Act.

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13
#7ECF Regnier describing the Open Payments system in the US and what data are reported

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13
#7ECF interesting discussion re alternative sources of funding of CME eg insurance companies, government

Julian Ball @orchardhealth · Nov 13
Should insurance companies fund CME in Europe? #7ecf

Kiki Lombarts @KikiLombarts · Nov 13
#7ECF CME in USA more and more funded by HC insurers, gouvernement grants, AHCQR, charitable organizations...ACCME accrediting HC insurers.

EU-ACME @euacme · Nov 13
#7ecf interesting discussion on funding of #CME

Peter Llewellyn @networkpharma · Nov 13
#7ECF Kate arguing it is wrong so much discussion based on assumption of bias in commercially supported education - where's the evidence?

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13
#7ECF Ballieu - we are reaching a maturity in CME

Peter Llewellyn @networkpharma · Nov 13
#7ECF Kate Regnier discussing ACCME report looking at bias - or lack of - in commercially supported education see accme.org
#7ECF Would pooled funds from multiple supporters help the perception of CME?

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13

Thalmann makes the point that we are concerned about who the provider of CME is but not about how to improve quality of CME

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13

There's no evidence for connection between commercial support and bias of CME activities

European CME Forum @eCMEF · Nov 13

Kate Regnier analyses ACCME report: There's no evidence for connection between commercial support and bias of CME activities

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13

ACCME paper states that there is no evidence to support or refute the point that commercial support results in bias in CME

MedSense @MedSenseLtd · Nov 13

Is assumption of bias with industry funding a myth or reality?

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13

Regnier talking about the recent ACCME publication on commercial support and bias in the US

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13

Thalmann makes the point that public perception is extremely important and needs to be considered

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13

seems like the definition of corruption also varies geographically...

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13

Robin Stevenson made the point that UK med schools and the govt do not fund CME yet Pharma funding of unis would be controversial

Julian Ball @orchardhealth · Nov 13

Is unfunded internal CME still the best CME...what needs to change in terms of funding?

peter llewellyn @networkpharma · Nov 13

#7ECF current discussion is about the spider's web of differing funding challenges around Europe, role of direct vs indirect payments etc

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13

@mdoylecharff @KikiLombarts #7ECF I'm not sure anyone has opined one way or the other...

M Doyle-Scharff @mdoylecharff · Nov 13

"@KikiLombarts: #7ECF docs choosing more local CME events due to loss of direct funding from industry." Do people think this is bad?

Kiki Lombarts @KikiLombarts · Nov 13

#7ECF docs choosing more local CME events due to loss of direct funding from industry.
#7ECF it appears that there are differing definitions of direct and indirect funding and practices vary by country.

#7ECF Griebenow reminding the audience that because of anti-corruption laws in Germany CME sponsorship is indirect ie through employers.

#7ECF Thalmann saying that funding levels may be going up - and also values the reach and quality of digital education.

#7ECF Eva Thalmann (Janssen Cilag). Conducted needs assessment and quality are the most important criterion for supporting CME.

#7ECF Eva Thalmann - talking about how her organization makes decisions of which education to support.

#7ECF Ballieu asks rhetorically who benefits from indirect sponsorship of CME? 

#7ECF Kate Regnier reminds the audience that participants in the US are not allowed to receive payment to participate in or travel to CME.

#7ECF Ballieu asks rhetorically who benefits from indirect sponsorship of CME?

Michel Ballieu from ECCO makes a point that there is a need for multidisciplinary CME.

European CME Forum @eCMEf: #7ECF Dr Eva Thalmann mentions the importance of putting the emphasis on what should be a quality standard!
M Doyle-Scharff @mdoyleescharff · Nov 13

"@meducate: Veronique Moy making a strong point about why needs assessments are worth supporting financially #7ECF" I couldn’t agree more!

peter llewellyn @networkpharma · Nov 13

Kiki wrapping up session 1 - nice full room here at #7ECF but coffee beckons now

MedSense @MedSenseLtd · Nov 13

Needs assessments done incorrectly can result in skewed outcomes #7ECF

Ron Murray EdD CCMEP @ronmurrayuk · Nov 13

#7ECF Importance of evaluating the right kind of Needs Assessment stressed by Suzanne Murray

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13

Veronique Moy making a strong point about why needs assessments are worth supporting financially #7ECF

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13

#7ECF Suzanne shouldn’t feel the need to rush - this is a good example that many can learn from!

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13

#7ECF Suzanne Murray showing a nice graphic showing what the needs assessment looked like in this case

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13

#7ECF - results can be used for interventions and not just activities. Can include things like communications training etc

https://twitter.com/hashtag/7ecf?f=realtime&src=hash
Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13
#7ECF Suzanne Murray talking about iterative needs assessment and what it can be used for in CME.

European CME Forum @eCMEF · Nov 13
#7ECF Suzanne Murray and Veronique Moy sharing the case study of Needs Assessment in Multiple Sclerosis @meded #CMEchat

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13
#7ECF Delegate presentation on what a needs assessment looks like. This should have been the session focus!

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13
#7ECF -learning at the point of care can be enhanced globally as with camera-equipped endoscopy suites. Share unusual cases

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13
#7ECF teach to pathways as opposed to individual needs. Helps to standardize the education. Another point from room

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13
Drowning in information yet starved for knowledge - another good point from the #7ECF audience.

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13
#7ECF great point from the audience is that needs assessment needs to include the how learners want and need to learn

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13
#7ECF 74% in Rmfocused their last activity on excellent professional performance. 6% on humane prof practice 20% on accountable delivery

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13
#7ECF Kiki asking the audience to self-assess their own CME activities to determine which of the pillars are represented

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13
But can it truly be removed? RT @eCMEF: "There is no room for arrogance in healthcare" Kiki Lombarts during #7ECF

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13
#7ECF Kiki giving her perspective on how to get learners to excellence in practice. Used an interesting phrase: routine experts...

European CME Forum @eCMEF · Nov 13
"There is no room for arrogance in healthcare" Kiki Lombarts during #7ECF

European CME Forum @eCMEF · Nov 13
#7ECF Prof. Lombarts moving onto revitalising professional values and discussing three pillars of Professional Performance @meded #CMEchat

Eugene Pozniak @EuropeanCME · Nov 13
"When values are weak rules are insufficient, when values are strong rules are not required", Kiki Lombarts at #7ECF
Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13
#7ECF And now Robin Stevenson making a point about practice-based needs assessments.

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13
#7ECF Prof Kiki Lombarts leading this first session. It’s always tough going first but she’s doing a great job!

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13
#7ECF Reinhard Griebenow making a statement about needs assessments during the opening session

Lawrence Sherman @meducate · Nov 13
#7ECF is underway. Full house. First session semi-interactive and focusing on what is a needs assessment. Seems like many need to know...

peter llewellyn @networkpharma · Nov 13
one hour in to #7ECF and we have the first mention of “gamification”!

European CME Forum @eCMEF · Nov 13
#7ECF Celeste Kolanko of PCM Scientific sharing their experiences on how to perform a needs assessment #meded #CMEchat
Is there too much focus on CME learning participation instead of actual improvement? #7ecf

Dr Eva Thalmann mentions the importance of putting the emphasis on what should be a quality standard #meded #cmechat

Kiki Lombarts summarising ACCME review: CME is effective but the system is deeply flawed. #meded #cmechat

Eugene and now Kiki have mentioned recent reports from ACCME re effectiveness of CME published last week - see accme.org

Prof. Lombarts reflecting on the need for assessing needs during session 1 of #7ECF #meded #cmechat

Eugene demonstrating use of IML Connectors from @lumiinsight - combined keypad, text pad and hand-held mike! thanks for support guys

results of the survey: Measuring outcomes voted the most important issue of CME education #meded

application to EACCME for accreditation of live events needed 14 weeks before event, can be way too early to know about eg funding

Eugene mentions recent suggestions from EFPIA they might consider developing their own framework for independent medical education

Eugene Pozniak’s introduction delving deeply into the journey of European and global CME since 6ECF #meded #cmechat

sometimes hard to see it! Sorry you can’t join us this year Mathena, RT @mathena123 where there is crisis there is opportunity #7ECF

where there is crisis there is opportunity #7ECF

Eugene Pozniak opens the 7th ECF meeting highlighting development in CME in 2014 #7ecf
peter llewellyn @networkpharma · Nov 13
#7ECF Eugene Pozniak introducing the event, reflecting on the CME environment and has asked the question; is CME in crisis? Discuss...

European CME Forum @eCMEF · Nov 13
#7ECF starts now. Full programme and details available at europeanCMEforum.eu follow us here for constant updates from the meeting #meded

peter llewellyn @networkpharma · Nov 13
It's starting.... #7ECF #medcomms

Caroline Sutton @CarolineSutton · Nov 13
wishing @networkpharma and all the delegates of #7ECF an insightful meeting over the next few days. Sorry I am unable to join you this year

peter llewellyn @networkpharma · Nov 13
Waiting for delegates at #7ECF ... For details see europeanCMEforum.eu #medcomms
Lively chat today amongst the Good CME Practice (gCMEp) group at #7ECF - find out more about the group at gcmep.eu #medcomms

Hello #London. @united got me here an hour early! See you at #7ECF

I'm hoping for great #7ECF distance participation @BrianSMcGowan @theCMEguy @MedPedsDoctor @mdoylescharff please tweet and RT

We look forward to seeing you on screen! RT @mdoylescharff: Sorry I'll miss #7ECF will be following via Twitter.

To see who is coming to #7ECF this week (should be about 100 of us) check out the delegate book at bit.ly/1tYOqDO (PDF file)

sorry to be missing a few of the regulars this year… RT @mdoylescharff Sorry I'll miss #7ECF will be following via Twitter.

Good luck Eugene et al with #7ECF this week!

Sorry I'll miss #7ECF will be following via Twitter.

some more expected at #7ECF this week >> @Jacquithornton @lumiinsight @CompliantVenues @AOFoundation @AdelphiComms #medcomms

If you can't be at #7ECF this week be sure to follow the #meded tweets and participate in my unsession on Friday! europeancmeforum.eu

@meducate @ronmurray @europeanCME et al - we expect #7ECF to be the most SoMe-enabled yet. Follow convo from Thurs am.#CMEchat #CMEpaloosa
Eugene Pozniak @EuropeanCME  ·  Nov 11
@meducate @networkpharma @eCMEF @jcem @mfcforums @ronmurrayuk
safe travels and see you soon! #7ECF #meded

Eugene Pozniak @EuropeanCME  ·  Nov 11
Our Manc team arrived at hotel ready for #7ECF. Tomorrow #gCMEp meeting and final prep. See europeanCMEforum.eu for details. #meded

peter llewellyn @networkpharma  ·  Nov 11
Ok #7ECF here we come... Where’s everyone? @eCMEF @EuropeanCME @jcem @meducate @mfcforums and others? #medcomms

peter llewellyn @networkpharma  ·  Nov 7
Did you see? Delegate book with full details about next week’s #7ECF event in London is now at lnkd.in/VRmWSF #medcomms

peter llewellyn @networkpharma  ·  Nov 6
Here we go again! Delegate book with full details about next week’s #7ECF event in London is now online at europeancmeforum.eu #medcomms

European CME Forum @eCMEF  ·  Nov 6
Only 1 week left until #7ECF The meeting book will soon appear on the website but it’s still not too late to sign up europeancmeforum.eu

Lawrence Sherman @meducate  ·  Nov 4
Who will I see at #7ECF next week? I have a couple of fun sessions planned! europeancmeforum.eu

peter llewellyn @networkpharma  ·  Nov 4
today from @pharmalot >> Some Payments to Docs Don’t Have to be Reported to Sunshine Database on.wsj.com/1qnvw69 #medcomms #7ECF

peter llewellyn @networkpharma  ·  Nov 3
from @policymed today, #sunshineact #openpayments pressure is essentially off CME activities #medcomms #7ecf bit.ly/13AxF9x